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Bushfire Prediction  

 

Introduction 

The existence of wide forest areas thickly populated with implantation of natural plants 

provides a combustible element that works as the fuel to generate the incident of bushfire. The 

spreading time of bushfire is the quickest and fastest. Due to this forest fire behavior, the human 

lives and ecosystem face certain loss. The question arises about the possibility and method of 

overcoming the instantaneous natural disaster through bushfire prediction. According to the 

research of Bowman et al. (2009), the bushfire incident occurs 10,000 times every year more 

specifically in the areas of Australian states. The purpose of this report is to discuss the technique 

to predict the bushfire using the metrological and modeling approach. 

 

Figure 1- Bushfire Geographical Process 

Sources: (Bowman et al., 2009) 

Methods 

Four methods are utilized for explaining the computation of forwarding rates of spread 

bushfire and achieved using computer simulation. Three methods are based on the grid models, 

research conducted by Kourtz and O'Regan, Frandsen and Andrews, and Green. The fourth 

method is Huygens based contour method and is generated by the experimental outcome of 

Anderson et al. work. The green method is specifically assuming as the most generic method, 

although require the complex computation. The grid model has the fast executing response with 

the limitation of producing various severe fire shapes related distortion. The Huygens technique 
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has also executed rapidly and with minimum distortion, but it usually generates an error due to 

copying the non-homogeneous conditions. 

 

Result 

The outcome is obtained using the special case of Huygens method that is “Green 

Algorithm”, in which the theoretical contact model is used. The time required for completing the 

ignition process is constant for overall points and templates. Researcher emphasizes to enable the 

specialized graphical technique due to which the fire behavior is much faster compared to 

generalize algorithm. Moreover, the special case of the Green algorithm is the approach of 

Kourtz and O’Regan. Here the small templates are used that provides the sharp response within 

no time. Although, it ends with the extreme distortion of the fire shapes but also dependent on 

the direction of the wind to the axes template. 

 

Figure 2- The modelling of bushfire behaviour 

Sources: (Johnston, Milne and Klemitz, 2005) 
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Figure 3- Fire shape obtain by the algorithm of Kourtz and O’Regan 

Sources: (French, Anderson and Catchpole, 2009) 

 

Figure 4- Frequency outcome of bushfire 

Sources: (Johnston, Milne and Klemitz, 2005) 

Fire behavior models 

Following are the comparison of observed fire behavior obtained from several events 

• Surface Fire – The surface fire spreads due to the contiguous fuel of dead and lives 

connected with ground. It is estimated as the initial and the most significant technique of 

spreading grass and bushfires. The given fire spread model has related the vegetation 

characteristics with the fire characteristics that is supposed to burn in that vegetation. 

This aspect is particularly for the spreading of surface fire and forecasts the spreading 

rate towards the way of maximum spread, the fire intensity, and flaming height. 

• Crown fire – The Crown fire are occurred due to tree tops. The crown fire behavior is 

the model based approach of Van Wagner according to which the fire threshold intensity 

directly above the which the existence of crown fire depends on the distance of the height 

to crown fuel based (tree top) and the presence of the crown fuel moisture substances. 
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Furthermore, three different crown fire is observed in the shape of active, passive and 

independent fire and exhibited with the same property according to which the fire 

threshold intensity is the contingent with the bulk intensity of crown. 

• Spot fire – Spotfire appears at the head of fire front in the form of ashes incorporated 

with air and deteriorating downward from the wind fire. The spotting height spread from 

the fire front is considerably small, the spot fire location surpasses through fire front and 

the effect of spotting is nullified on the spread rate. However, the occurrence of breaching 

the fire break and spotting is also considered according to which the fire break appears as 

the region of low-slung rather zero fuel. Ashes can appear substantially more ahead from 

the fire that result in the production of new fire also required to considered and modeled 

individually from the core forefront but the probability is still low and also depend on the 

fire intensity. 

 

Discussion 

Comparing the bush fire behaviors from 1983 to 2009, a bulk of data present that 

investigate the bushfire scenarios from judging various factors. The data indicates the 

information regarding the loss and destruction happened due to a bush fire in the previous 20 

years (Bowman et al., 2009). The area was present on the 390000 hectares’ land on 1983, a 

bushfire destroyed more than 75 houses and 2545 buildings; the fire intensity was 87552 kW/m 

having the light power of 88000 km/m (Bowman et al., 2009). Moreover, the south-eastern of 

Australia is consist of 450000 hectares in 2009 and due to bush fires, 173 people lost their life. 

The predicted and observed spread rate various in the case of Deans March Fire. The time and 

distance differences are calculating at the spread rate. Although, some other factors are 

influential for spread rate during the spreading occurrences. The predicted rate also count the 

other effective factor on the bush fire. During the fire spreading, substances are incorporate with 

each other to elevate the reaction and accelerate the spread speed. For example relative humidity. 

The presence of lower relative humidity value results in the absorption of water molecules due to 

which combustion reaction easily proceed by increasing the spread rate and wind transfer the fire 

from one place to another. As the temperature increases the combustion process increases and 

expedites the spread rate. The wind speed has intensive effect as the wind speed increase the 

relative humidity decrease and the fire spread by accelerating more vigorously.  
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Conclusion 

In the conclusion, it is necessary to mention that the frequency, modeling and bushfire 

behavior approach is indicating the prediction according to which the alternative years other than 

drought years, there is an alteration in the cycle of bush fire. Usually, the dry season is the most 

sensitive to bush fire. 
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Figure 5- Metrologic Report of bushfire, lower and upper windspeed 

Sources: (Mills, 2005) 
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